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Dear  Ms Coster 
 
Planning application ref 2013/02200/FUL  
Maisonette First and Second 12 Marco Road London W6 0PN 
 
I write on behalf of Brackenbury Residents Association regarding the application for planning permission for 
the erection of a rear extension at 12 Marco Road 1

st
/2

nd
 floor maisonette, ref 2013/02200/FUL. 

 
We have carefully reviewed the proposals and record our objection to the application. 
 
Regarding the application documentation, we note that plan and elevation drawings are currently not 
provided on the LBHF website. However we reviewed these drawings when they were previously available 
on the website, and now note the following: 
 
The proposed extension would wholly obstruct the outlook from the upper east-facing window, and would 
obstruct the very limited sky views available from the ground floor east-facing window, of the rear of the 
adjacent property at No. 14 Marco Road. This obstruction is unacceptable and contravenes UDP Design 
Standard S12.3 Outlook – Windows in adjacent property. 
 
The proposed extension is faced in mineral slate cladding, and all these elevations should incorporate a 
mansard pitch to reflect the conventional roof geometry of the surrounding buildings. 
 
Reference to planning precedent set by alterations at adjacent buildings is irrelevant if the current proposals 
contravene UDP policy. If proposals are permitted in contravention of UDP policy, the policy is misleading 
and should be amended forthwith. 
 
The LBHF documentation list of ‘Constraints’ includes ‘Hammersmith Embankment Residents Association; 
this association is not directly concerned with this area, but the list should include the Brackenbury Residents 
Association.  
 
We would request that consent is not granted to this application, and the proposals are amended to 
take account of these significant contraventions of LBHF policy. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
Richard Winterton 
Brackenbury Residents Association 



258 - 264 Goldhawk Road 
 
With colleagues I attended the recent community meeting when 
current proposals for the site at 258-264 Goldhawk Road were 
presented by the design team. 
 
The presentation offered a general analysis of the site qualities and 
constraints, and provided a brief description of the current stage of 
the design proposals. I would be grateful if the following comments 
might be conveyed to the designers: 
 

The extensive open area of the roads and traffic roundabout give this site 

particular prominence, and effectively create a forecourt to the building.  

 

The location of the site on the corner of the major streets of Goldhawk 

Road and Askew Road requires respect to both the street axes, inviting 

architectural recognition of this dynamic in the street frontages.  

 

The current proposals offer static geometric forms, which, irrespective of 

the height of the buildings, decline the invitation to dance - to exploit the 

differences and special character of this site.  

 

Standing beside the railings of Ravenscourt Park provides a good place to 

contemplate the site. Perhaps the proposed rectangular boxes would be 

more at home on a straight street frontage than here on a prominent 

street corner.  

 

At this stage of the design perhaps the proposed articulation using 

drainpipes and brick slots could be reflected in built form as well as 

surface treatment. However the first priority is working with the 

geometry of the street - and enjoying the opportunities of the corner. 

 
Richard Winterton  
 

 


